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Mc rshc 11 University Alma Mater Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. 
C. E. and James Haworth
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Today's Ceremony Welcome to Marshall University on this day of special recognition of our candidates for graduation. We hope you will find this ceremony - a culmination of the efforts of faculty, staff, our students and their families - both meaningful and impressive. While awaiting the start of the ceremony, you may wish to read the historical notes on West Virginia's oldest university on the following pages. There also is a brief description and picture of The Grand Mace. The narration on academic heraldry will detail the significance of the costumes worn by the participants in today's ceremony. The exercises begin with the traditional entry procession of the candidates for degrees. The degree candidates will be followed by representatives of the faculty and administration. The platform party consisting of the Academic Deans, Honorary Degree recipients, special guests of the President and the President of the University are led to the platform by the Chief Faculty Marshal, a distinguished member of the faculty, bearing The Grand Mace. The placing of The Grand Mace on the platform signifies the solemnity of the occasion and officially denotes the opening of the ceremony. The University requests that in keeping with the formality of the occasion, once the procession begins; please do not move onto the floor during the ceremony. And, out of respect for the ceremony, please tum off all cellular phones and electronic devices before the procession. Later in the ceremony, the audience is requested to remain seated when the graduates come forward to be recognized individually. We will have a photographer in place to take each graduate's picture. We also would like to ask that after the graduates cross the stage and return to their seats, everyone in the audience remain seated until the ceremony is over. When the President closes the ceremony following the conferring of all degrees, the audience is requested to rise for the traditional singing of the Alma Mater. The audience is requested to be seated following the Alma Mater until the platform party and faculty have recessed. Once again, welcome to the Commencement Exercises of Marshall University. Enjoy this day of academic celebration with the Marshall Family of faculty, staff and students. 
Academic Procession 
Candidates for Doctoral Degrees 
Candidates for Master's Degrees 
Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees 
Candidates for Associate's Degrees 
Assistant Chief Faculty Marshals 
Members of the Faculty 
Chief Faculty Marshal 
Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials 
Prof. Elaine Baker 
Prof. Kathryn Chezik 
Prof. Ron Childress 
Prof. David Cusick 
Prof. Samuel Dameron 
Prof. Mary Jo Graham 
Prof. Roger Adkins 
Prof. Mindy Allenger 
Prof. Bob Angel 
Prof. Steve Banks 
Prof. Kevin Barksdale 
Prof. Laura Boswell 
Prof. Michael Brookshire 
Prof. Bob Brown 
Chief Marshal: 
Professor Bonita Lawrence 
Assistant Chief Marshals: 
Professor Dallas Brozik 
Professor Christopher Cassidy 
Prof. Lisa Heaton 
Prof. Rebecca Johnson 
Prof. Denise Landry 
Prof. Deanna Mader 
Prof. Marjorie Mcinerney 
Prof. Maria Carmen-Riddle 
Chief Usher: 
Professor Kathy Seelinger 
Assistant Chief Usher: 
Professor T homas Klein 
Prof. Tina Cartwright 
Prof. Anthony Dixon 
Prof. Gina Evans 
Prof. Deborah Lockwood 
Prof. Suneel Maheshwari 
Prof. Karen McComas 
Prof. David Mills 
Prof. Caroline Perkins 
Readers: 
Prof. Ralph Oberly 
Prof. Le Vene Olson 
Prof. Leslie Petteys 
Prof. Linda Spatig 
Prof. Allan Stem 
Prof. Barbara Tarter 
Prof. Jean Price 
Prof. Melisa Reed 
Prof. Phil Rutsohn 
Prof. Charles Stivason 
Prof. Uday Tate 
Prof. George Watson 
Prof. Allen Wilkins 
Prof. Laura Wyant 
Prof. Robert Bookwalter, Prof. Mary Elizabeth Reynolds, Prof. Judith Silver and Prof. Harlan Smith 
Disclaimer: 
The list of May degree candidates in this program is tentative based on the anticipated successful 
completion of courses undertaken during the Spring Semester 2010. T his document should not be 
used as an official record for May candidates. 
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The 173rd Commencement Program President Stephen]. Kopp, Ph.D. Presiding 
Precommencement Concert 
Marshall University Commencement Band 
Associate Professor Steven R. Barnett, M.M., Conducting 
Processional - Ceremonial Marches 
National Anthem ................................................................................................................................... Justin M. Wiget 
Bachelor's Degree Candidate 
Invocation ................................................................................................................................. A. Stan Maynard, Ph.D. 
Professor of Education 
Introduction of Guests .............................................................................................................. Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President 
Greetings ................................................................................................................................................. Gary G. White 
Marshall University Board of Governors 
Sean C. Hornbuckle 
Student Body President and Master's Degree Candidate 
Introduction of the Commencement Speaker ......................................................................... .Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President 
Commencement Address ............................................................................................................................ Sean Callebs 
CNN Correspondent 
Marshall University Alumnus 1983 
Presentation of John Marshall Medal for Civic Responsibility .............................................. Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President 
Sean Callebs 
Recognition of Honored Faculty ............................................................................................ Camilla Brammer, Ph.D. 
Faculty Senate Chair 
Recognition of Graduates Earning Academic Honors ........................................................ Gayle L. Ormiston, Ph.D. 
Provost and Senior Vice President 
Recognition of Honors College Graduates ....................................................................................... Mary Todd, Ph.D. 
Honors College Dean 
Presentation of Doctoral Degree Candidates 
Doctor of Education Degree Candidates presented by Dean Teresa R. Eagle, Ed.D. 
Doctor of Philosophy Degree Candidates presented by Dean Donna J. Spindel, Ph.D. 
Doctor of Psychology Degree Candidates presented by Dean Donna J. Spindel, Ph.D. 
Conferring of Doctoral Degrees 
Presentation of Doctoral Diplomas and Investiture of Academic Hoods 
Presentation of Master's, Bachelor's and Associate's Degrees Candidates for the Master's Degree 
Graduate College presented by Dean Donna J. Spindel, Ph.D. Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate's Degrees 
College of Education and Human Services presented by Dean Rosalyn A. Templeton, Ph.D. 
College of Liberal Arts presented by Dean David J. Pittenger, Ph.D. 
College of Business presented by Dean Chong Kim, Ph.D. 
College of Science presented by Dean Charles C. Somerville, Ph.D. 
School of Journalism and Mass Communications presented by Dean Corley F. Dennison, Ed.D. 
College of Fine Arts presented by Dean Donald L. Van Hom, MFA 
College of Health Professions presented by Dean Gretchen E. Oley, M.D. 
College of Information Technology and Engineering presented by Dean Betsy Dulin, J .0., P.E. 
Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Associate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing 
Studies Rudy Pauley, Ed.D. 
Conferring of Master's, Bachelor's and Associate's Degrees 
Presentation of Master's, Bachelor's and Associate's Degree Graduates 
Alumni Association Greetings .................................................................................................... Nancy Campbell, J .0. 
Marshall University Alumni Association President 
Closing ........................................................................................................................................ Stephen J. Kopp, Ph.D. 
President 
Alma Mater ............................................................................................................................................ Justin M. Wiget 
Bachelor's Degree Candidate 
Recessional ............................................................................................................................ Platform Party and Faculty The graduates and audience are requested to be seated following the singing of the Alma Mater and remain seated until the platform party and faculty have recessed. 
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The President's Medallion and Grand Mace 
Marshall University traces its origins to the founding of the Marshall Academy in 1837. The 
Academy was named in honor of John Marshall, the fourth ChiefJustice of the United States Supreme 
Court, who died on July 6, 1835. 
The Marshall University community has taken great pride in observing the memory of our 
namesake, who has been described by modern-day biographer, Jean Edward Smith, a noted member 
of the Marshall University faculty, as the "Definer of the United States Constitution." John Marshall 
was a man for the ages in an era that brought forth greatness. Characterized by others as befitting 
Thomas Babington Macaulay's description, "He neither sought nor shunned greatness, and found 
glory only because glory lay in the plain path of duty." 
Chief Justice John Marshall served the Supreme Court in that capacity from 1801 to 1835, the 
lo�gest serving Chief Justice in United States history. He is widely regarded as having established a 
broad interpretation of the Constitution of the United States, which established the Constitution as 
the basis of the American legal system and the "rule of law" as the law of the land. During his tenure 
as Chief Justice, the Judicial Branch of the new American government rose to a level of importance 
commensurate with that of the Executive and Legislative Branches. 
John Marshall's image is used prominently in both the Marshall University President's Medallion 
and the Grand Mace of the University. The President's Medallion is the badge of office for the 
presidency of Marshall University. It consists of a relief carving of the seal of the university, which 
features the likeness of John Marshall. It is worn by the President when he is participating in formal 
University ceremonies. 
The Grand Mace, a symbol of authority and leadership, is carried by the Chief Marshal of the Faculty 
at all formal University occasions and is displayed on the platform during these functions. The mace is 
made from a limb that fell from the Old Beech Tree in front of Old Main on the Huntington campus. 
The beech tree was part of the original farm on which Marshall Academy was founded, and was a campus 
fixture until it was toppled by a wind storm in 1987. It was believed to have been more than 300 years 
old and had initials and marks carved by hundreds of former Marshall students. 
The top of the mace consists of a gold-plated bronze casting that features, on one side, the Seal of 
Marshall University, and, on the other side, the Great Seal of the State of West Virginia. These features are 
surrounded by beech leaves and the entire casting is crested by a torch, symbolic of academic excellence. 
Immediately below the top casting is a four-sided section with carved symbols significant to the history 
of the University - the towers of Old Main, the Memorial Fountain, the seal of Marshall College, and 
an American bison (commonly known as a buffalo), official mascot of the institution's athletic teams. 
The area immediately surrounding the four carvings features small clusters of beech nuts and leaves. 
The center portion of the mace is carved in double-wrap ribbon, one-half inch wide. Between the 
gaps in the ribbon wraps are carved beech leaves descending in size. The base of the mace is protected 
by a gold-plated bronze casting of beech leaf clusters. The entire mace weighs about 25 pounds and is 66 
inches from the top of the torch to the base. 
Both the President's Medallion and the Grand Mace were created in 1986 by Byron Johnson. 
Mr. Johnson, an honor graduate of Marshall University, is a renowned wood carver and sculptor, as well 
as an art teacher in the public schools. 
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Faculty with 25 or more years of 
service as of May 2010 Name Simon Perry James Brumfield John Teel Ramchandra Akkihal Matthew Carlton William Paynter Nancy Stump Powell Toth Earline Allen Ralph Oberly Franklin Binder Kathryn Chezik David Cusick LeVene Olson Dewey Sanderson Joseph Stone James Joy Daniel Babb T homas Hankins Clayton McNeamey Dan Evans Michael Little Michael Burton Ronald Childress Barbara Guyer Kenneth Guyer Steven Mewaldt Robert Angel Emmett Bowling Harold Elmore Dennis Emmett Stephen O'Keefe Donna Spindel Violette Eash Rebecca Johnson Ben Miller Gerald Rubin David Stem Robert Wilson John Hubbard Michael Moore Gary Rankin Janet Dooley Terry Fenger Marc Lindberg College Liberal Arts Science Liberal Arts Business Science MVYears 48 46 43 42 Education and Professional Development Liberal Arts Education and Human Services Fine Arts Science Science Health Professions Science Education and Human Services Science Business Science Science Information Technology and Engineering Liberal Arts Science Science Education and Professional Development Education and Professional Development Education and Human Services Medicine Liberal Arts Education and Human Services Education and Professional Development Science Business Liberal Arts Graduate College Education and Human Services J oumalism and Mass Communications Fine Arts Science Information Technology and Engineering Education and Professional Development Science Medicine Medicine Journalism and Mass Communications Medicine Liberal Arts 42 42 42 42 40 40 39 39 39 39 39 39 38 37 37 37 36 36 35 35 35 35 35 34 34 34 34 34 34 33 33 33 33 33 33 32 32 32 31 31 31 
Ronald Martino Science 31 
Roger Adkins Business 30 
Philip Carter Health Professions 30 
Arthur Maynard Education and Human Services 30 
Karen Mitchell Science 30 
Nicola Orsini Science 30 
Robert Sawrey Liberal Arts 30 
W. Joseph Wyatt Liberal Arts 30 
Bob Brown Business 29 
Christopher Dolmetsch Liberal Arts 29 
Carl Gruetter Medicine 29 
Mahmood Heydarian Medicine 29 
William McCumbee Medicine 29 
Vernon Reichenbecher Medicine 29 
John Vielkind Liberal Arts 29 
Ruu-tong Wang Medicine 29 
Mitchell Berk Medicine 28 
Margaret Brown Liberal Arts 28 
Linda Dobbs Fine Arts 28 
Maria-Carmen Riddel Liberal Arts 28 
John Walden Medicine 28 
Steven Banks Education and Human Services 27 
Nicholas Freidin Liberal Arts 27 
Jody Gottlieb Health Professions 27 
Donald Hall Education and Human Services 27 
Patricia Kelly Medicine 27 
Shirley Lumpkin Liberal Arts 27 
Shirley N eitch Medicine 27 
Kurt Olmosk Business 27 
James Riemer Liberal Arts 27 
Linda Savory Medicine 27 
M. Jamil Chaudri Information Technology and Engineering 26 
Madonna Combs Health Professions 26 
Bruce Conrad Business 26 
Heather Hagerman Education and Professional Development 26 
William Palmer Liberal Arts 26 
Monica Valentovic Medicine 26 
Richard Bady Science 25 
Charles Bailey Journalism and Mass Communications 25 
Camilla Brammer Liberal Arts 25 
Samuel Dameron Liberal Arts 25 
Wendell Dobbs Fine Arts 25 
Susan Jackson Fine Arts 25 
Denise Landry Health Professions 25 
Frances Simone Education and Professional Development 25 
Allen Wilkins Business 25 9 
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Recognition of Honored Faculty Retiring Faculty 
Eugene Anthony Professor 
Robert Bickel Professor 
Madonna Combs 
Violette Eash 
Thomas Hankins 
Larry Jarrett 
Jerry Jones 
Wendy Moorhead 
Robert N erhood 
KurtOlmosk 
Simon Perry 
Vernon Reichenbecher 
Karen Stanley 
Powell Toth 
Omayma Touma 
Kay Wildman 
Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Associate Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Professor 
Associate Professor 
Professor Marshall and Shirley Reynolds Theatre School of Education Nursing Human Development & Allied Technology Engineering & Computer Science Geography GSEPD Library Chair, Obstetrics & Gynecology Management, Marketing & MIS Political Science Biochemistry Nursing Leadership Studies Family & Community Health Music Library Outstanding Teacher Award 2009/10 Recipient 
David Mallory Professor Biological Sciences Charles E. Hedrick Outstanding Faculty Award 2009/10 Recipient 
Maria Carmen-Riddel Professor Modem Languages Distinguished Service Award 2009/10 Recipients 
Michael Brookshire Professor Finance & Economics 
E. Wayne Elmore Professor Biological Sciences 
Thomas Hankins Professor Information Systems 
Michael Little Professor Biological Sciences Distinguished Artists and Scholars Award 2009/10 Recipients 
Eric Blough Associate Professor Biological Sciences 
Arthur Stringer Professor English 
Gregg T wietmeyer Assistant Professor School of Kinesiology Pickens/Queen Excellence in Teaching Award 2009/10 Recipients 
Julio Alves Assistant Professor Music 
Christina Franzen Assistant Professor Classics 
Jason Morrissette Assistant Professor Political Science John & Frances Rucker Graduate Advisor of the Year Award 2009 /10 Recipients 
Eric Blough Associate Professor Biological Sciences 
Eric Lassiter Professor Graduate Humanities Faculty Merit Foundation of WV Professor of the Year 2010 
Bonita Lawrence Professor & Associate Chair Mathematics 
Academic Heraldry 
The academic costumes worn in the procession of today's Commencement and at other formal University 
occasions trace their origins to those worn by faculty and students at medieval European universities. 
With only minor modifications these costumes have remained largely unchanged since the 16th century. 
Standards for colleges and universities in the United States were established in 1895 with the adoption of 
an Intercollegiate Code which specifies design and color appropriate for various degrees. As in medieval 
times the costumes worn on formal academic occasions denote the wearer's academic heritage. 
Modem academic costume consists of three parts: the gown or robe, a headpiece, and a hood. The 
style of the gown denotes the wearer's level of education. The baccalaureate gown is the simplest in design. 
Usually black, it is distinguished by a wide yoke with shirring in front and back and by open flowing sleeves 
which end in a point. The baccalaureate gown is worn closed. 
The master's gown is similar to the baccalaureate gown except that it has a closed or glove sleeve which 
is open at the wrist. The master's gown has no other trim and may be worn either open or closed. 
The doctoral gown is full flowing and has large bell shaped sleeves. It is trimmed with velvet panels down 
the front and has velvet chevrons on the sleeves. While black is still the predominate color for doctoral 
gowns, the trim may be in a color which denotes the wearer's discipline or the color of the gown may denote 
the wearer's university. 
The mortar board is the headpiece most often worn at American universities for formal occasions. It is 
appropriately worn with the board flat on the top of the head and with the tassel falling from the left quarter 
of the board. Tassel colors usually denote the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned. 
Doctoral tassels are often gold. The soft velvet Tudor cap is also worn by many who hold the doctorate. 
While the gown and headpiece denote the wearer's level of education, it is the hood which adds meaning 
and dimension to the academic costume. Changed little since medieval times, the hood is worn falling from 
the shoulders down the back of the gown in a display of vivid color. It is edged in velvet which by its color 
denotes the field of discipline in which the wearer's degree was earned and it is lined in two colors of silk 
which represents the college or university from which the degree was earned. Hence the Marshall University 
hood is lined in green and white and edged with the appropriate discipline color. 
A partial listing from the Intercollegiate Code for colors signifying academic disciplines follows: 
Agriculture ..................................................... Maize Nursing ........................................................ Apricot 
Arts and Humanities ..................................... White Oratory (Speech) .................................. Silver Gray 
Business Administration ................................ Drab 
Dentistry ......................................................... Lilac 
Economics ................................................... Copper 
Education ............................................... Light Blue 
Engineering ................................................. Orange 
Fine Arts and Architecture .......................... Brown 
Forestry .......................................................... Russet 
Home Economics ....................................... Maroon 
Pharmacy ............................................. Olive Green 
Philosophy ............................................... Dark Blue 
Physical Education ............................... Sage Green 
Public Administration ....................... Peacock Blue 
Public Health ..................................... Salmon Pink 
Science ............................................ Golden Yellow 
Social Science .............................................. Cream 
J oumalism ................................................. Crimson 
Law ................................................................ Purple 
Social Work ................................................. Citron 
Theology or Divinity ................................... Scarlet 
Library Science ............................................ Lemon Veterinary Science .......................................... Gray 
Medicine ....................................................... Green 
Music ................................................................ Pink 
At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor and associate degrees do not wear hoods. The color of 
the tassel on their caps indicates the level of academic excellence achieved in pursuit of their respective 
degrees. Bachelor degree graduates in University Honors, John Marshall Scholars and Yeager Scholars wear 
forest green robes. 
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12 Profile of Marshall University The early history of Marshall University is filled with colorful events and people. To put things in chronological perspective, the academic saga started in 1837 when the good citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to the west - now the city of Huntington - decided they needed an annual school to provide for the education of their youngsters. Tradition records they met at the home ofJohn Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and names the new school Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. They decided to locate their new school on a knoll known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also had served for some time as a subscription school for the area. It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing Laidley and eight other men as trustees. . On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased from James and Lucy Holderby the one and one-fourth acre lot containing their log "academy." The price: $40. That land is now the site of Old Main. The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. The first full school term was conducted in 1838-39. In 1850, the academy and its financial obligations were accepted by the Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall College. Due to financial problems the property was sold at public auction in 1861. Ms. Salina Mason bought the land and building for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite and his family lived in the college building. During at least part of the war, a small school, probably a subscription school, was maintained at the college - fulfilling a provision in the original deed from James Holderby which specified it was to be used " ... for the express purpose of an Academy (sic) and for no other use." The building also was used as a hospital during part of the conflict. Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia had recognized the need for an institution to train teachers to serve the state's public schools. On Feb. 27, 1867, the Legislature voted approval of a bill establishing a "state normal school" to be located at Marshall College. In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the school's regents purchased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks. In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" segment facing the main entrance to the campus on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Athletics got their start at Marshall with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in college. In 1914, President Corbly recommended that " ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name - a degree-conferring institution." In 1920, the State Board of Education approved Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in education. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead saw steady academic and physical expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. Today, Marshall has an enrollment of about 14,000, a full-time faculty of about 680 and about 330 part-time instructors. The small academy has become a major university, functioning through 13 divisions: Marshall University Graduate College, the College of Information Technology and Engineering, Elizabeth McDowell Lewis College of Business, College ofEducation and Human Services, College of Fine Arts, College of Liberal Arts, College of Science, Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine, W. Page Pitt School  of Journal i sm andMass Communications, College of  HealthProfessions, Honors College, School of ExtendedEducation, and Graduate School of Education andProfessional Development.Marshall has two major campuses - a main campus in Huntington and the Marshall University Graduate College in South Charleston - along with several learning centers including the Joan C. Edwards School of Medicine; the MarshallMedical Center; the Leaming Resource Centerin Gilbert; the Teays Valley Regional Center inPutnam County; the Mid-Ohio Valley Center inPoint Pleasant; the Southern Mountain Center inLogan; the Robert C. Byrd Institute for AdvancedFlexible Manufacturing, and the Public HigherEducation Center in Beckley.
Class of 2010 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates 
The Bachelor Degree honor graduates are distinguished by cords and tassels worn with their caps and 
gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguished by the Green and White Cords and 
White Tassels. The Magna Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Cords and Tassels. 
The Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Red Cords and Tassels. Summa Cum Laude Larissa Hillary Lynch Lauren Rae Anderson Green & White Cord Adriana Michelle Maynard Lesley Renee Bailey 
& White Tassel Rebecca Leigh Mazzone Katrina Elizabeth Baker 
Erica Lee McComas Brittany Nicole Balcom 
These students have attained an Joy Nicole McComas Mark Kalen Lee Ballard 
over-all academic average of 3.85 Jennifer Ann Miles Margo Morgan Bertolotti 
to 4.00. Julianne Rose Miller Tabitha Breann Bowman 
Michael David Miller Danielle K. Bray 
Laurel C. Ackison Sarah Katherine Moore Charles Taylor Brewer 
Kaylin Renee Adkins Khoa Dang Nguyen Leah Kay Brown 
Kaitlin Anne Bartoe Stephanie Mae Nida Jessica Dawn Burgess 
Kyle Stephen Baughman Darcie Ayers Owens Briana Rae Bums 
Lacie J. Bittinger Justin Lance Pannell Tyler Ross Bums 
Keith Adam Bradley Sean Gregory Pauley Keith Dustin Carroll 
Kathleen Correll Brown Kelcey Elaine Perkins Robert Ryan Cassell 
Aaron Matthew Brownfield Josephine E Peters Hannah Moriah Casto 
Evan Nicholas Brumfield Matthew Thomas Pritt Matthew Boyd Cayton 
Gregory Michael Burner Rebecca Marie Ragland Rebecca Ellen Childers 
Suzanne Marie Caplinger Vanessa Nicole Rogers Benjamin Charles Cook 
Maggie Elizabeth Chenoweth Austi Lee Roush Brittany Nicole Cook 
Sarah Marie Clemins Emily Nicole Rowe Allison Marie Crislip 
Melody Dawn Cook Michael Aaron Ryan Joshua Lyn Curry 
Dustin Allan Cutlip Brandon Michael Smith Gabriel Alberto Davila 
Brittany Lynn Davies 
Megan Leigh Stafford Kyle Andrew Delong 
Kayla Mae Davis Christopher Anders Stanley Gina Marie Denjen 
Sarah Elizabeth De Young Kelsey Marie Thomas Lacey Marie Dent 
Kaci Alaine Evans Uyen Nguyen Phuong Tran Tiana Nicole Lim Dixon 
Grant Matthew Grishaber Elizabeth Diane Truex Jeffrey Spencer Eaves 
Joshua Fong Hendrix Morgan Michelle Unger Kelsie Ryann Eberly 
Alicia Kathleen Hess Mark Andrew Upton Carissa Michelle Elkins 
Sammy Samir Hodroge Christina Ann Wagner Amanda Paige Fanean 
Danielle Rebecca Natalie Hom Timothy R.Ward Jerry Joe Fisher 
Rachel Nicole Huff Twila Kay White Mark Anthony Gajtka 
Cortney Lynn Johnson 
Steven Andrew Wood Stephanie Michelle Garrett 
Amber Delle Jones Katrina Noel Harper 
Anna Marie Jones Magna Cum Laude Autumn Leann Harvey 
Amber Dawn Kelly Gold Cord & Gold Tassel Megan Leigh Hensley 
Gina Gail Kendrick Myriah Danielle Hisam 
Alex Michael King These students have attained 
David Ramzi Hourani 
Jill Nicole Kitts an over-all academic average of 
Amanda Kay Howell 
Kristen Faye Lawless 3.60 to 3.84. 
Lauren Margaret Hutchins 
Tyson Joseph Lipscomb Melissa Dawn Ison 
Ashley Brianne Litchfield Brittany Nikole Adkins Jessica Elizabeth Jacobs 
Chad Brandon Lott Halima Al-Qawasmi Amelia Lane Jarrell 13 
Summer Angeli Jasmin Shawndra Beth Thompson Erin Kristin Clark Adam Matthew Jenkins Colin Richard Thom Charles Wesley Clements, III Jessica Dawn Johnson Kristen Marie Tibbs Staci Jo Cline Jenny Linda Viktoria Johnsson Anthony Lee Toparis Rachel Christine Coleman Ashley Elizabeth Jones Caitlin Leigh Twisdale Angelica Lauren Collins Kelley Renee Keams Steven David Vassallo Allison Paige Cook Shannon Denise Keesee Dustin Cody Vickers Ashley Marie Cowger Corey Andrew Keeton Guyla Rae Walburn Amanda Ann Cummings Rachel Claire Kenaston Irina Vladimirovna Walker Angela Marie Cummings Emily Patricia Kolas Brittany Ashley Ward Nicholas P. Daniele Rachel Marie Lawson Lauren Nicole Ward Joshua Patrick Daniels Shaun R. Leatherman Samuel Lewis Waugaman Lacy Michelle Davidson Kendra Leigh Lloyd Kelli D. Williams Kayla Marie Davis Thaddea Jethra Lock Michael Keith Williams Caitlyn E. Davis-McDaniel Stephen Eric Lusher Tessa Danielle Wilson James Joseph DeMarco Kristin Lee Marcum Joshua Dean Wimmer Andrew Marshall Dobbs Danielle Christina Martin Amanda Jo Wright Desiree Rose Dorsch Kasey Lee Matthews Peter Marshall Zasowski Josi Ann Eagle Jessica Marie McClure Joshua Matthew Enyart Sarah Marie McConnell Cassandra Dawn Erwin Lindsay Marie McCormick Cum Laude Michelle Lea Evans Rhonda Louise Mullins Red Cord & Red Tassel Mark Adel Faltaous Sara Beth Nieman Whitney Elizabeth Fields Mary Catherine Oliver These students have attained Rhonda Kay Foster Jessica Lynn Pauley an over-all academic average of Samantha Nichole Fox Brian Patrick Peach 3.30 to 3.59. Zechariah Nathaniel Frame Charles Alexander Peach Channing Rosanne Friend Keith Edwin Peck Michael Christopher Adams Heather Renee Gainer Bethany Lynn Phillips Joshua Lee Adkins Cassie Marie Gee Chad Aaron Pyles Molly Marie Akers John Michael Gibson Carla Patricia Ramirez Cameron McMahon Ashley Carrie Dale Grayam Megan Ann Randolph Andrea Dee Bailey Molly Elizabeth Grove Heather Lane Ray Carol Lee Bailey Jenifer Kelli Hart Craig Anthony Riccelli Priscilla Kay Bailey Derek Steven Hartman Leslie S. Rice Tara Lynn Ballard Rebecca Lynn Haught Brittany Leigh Rimmey Brian Alan Bane Amanda Rena Haynes David Stewart Robinson Ashley Brooke Baylor Chelsie Camille Haynes Kellie Nicole Rodriguez Alyssa Michelle Bedekovich Anthony Michael Hernandez Jenna Diane Rollins Monica Gail Belcher David Sean Hines Miranda Elizabeth Rosiek Jessica Marie Beres James Michael Hockenberry Lisa Dawn Sanford Marcena Renae Bertoldo Joshua Scott Holley Kameron Michael Sayre Ashley Elizabeth Bishop Jared Scott Hollinger Carly Rae Schuetz Patti Ann Blankenship Whitney Lea Hunter Laura Ann Scieszka Michael Charles Bolt Amber LaKeishia Inman Sarah Page Sexton Patrick Baxter Brennan James R. Jarrell Stuart Kole Shannon Jenna Renae Brown Brandy Lynn Johnson Joseph Kendal Skopic Jennifer Renae Brown Kristen Patricia Johnson Tabetha L. Sloan Leslee Nichole Browning Kyle Eric Johnson Matthew Kenneth Sparks David W. Burgess Danielle Nicole Joseph Benjamin Alan Spurlock Sarah Marie Bums James Brice Justice Michael Trace Stafford Matthew Raymond Caldwell Christopher Lee Karnes Catherine Willa Staley Virginia Ann Campbell Jessica Renee Kindred Matthew Phillip Stapleton Thomas Allen Cazad Holly Anne King Erin Marie Stockhausen Christopher Parker Chaddock Ellen Marie Kist Kathryn Keely Sullivan Britney Nicole Clagg Patrick Gregory Kouns Angela Marie Sundstrom Erik Guy Clark Jon E. Linville Roger Scott Taylor Katie Scarlett Long 14 
Caitlin I. Lowe 
Katie Ellen Martin 
Marissa Amelia Mathena 
Isadora Lyn McCarty 
Wade Phillip McComas 
Cori Leigh McIntire 
Jessica Paulette McKee 
Mark Andrew McKee 
Jacob Cory McKenzie 
Joshua Kain McMillion 
Rosanna Kathleen Mc Vey 
Sarah Elizabeth Mease 
Alexa Marie Melinsky 
Candice Renee Michael 
John Lee Miller 
Jordan Rufino Miller 
Kaitlin Elizabeth Miller 
Richard Hezekiah Mills 
James Montgomery 
Holly Anne Morning 
Miranda Lea Mullins 
Angela Christine Newby 
Beverly O'Dell 
Chaehee Park 
Jessica Mann Pemberton 
Amen Alaan Perry 
Kayla Denee Perry 
K wema Afiesha Phillander 
Melissa Lou Pleasants 
Isabell Raich 
Susan Nicole Ray 
Stacey Nicole Renner 
Steven Nathan Rogers 
Carrie A. Rote 
Clayton McKinley Roush 
Sheridan Mae Roush 
Jessica Lynn Rowe 
Gregory Shawn Sammons 
Stephanie Kay Sands 
Graeme R. Sawrey 
Alvin Kelvin Seale 
Justin Kory Sheline 
Kayla Marie Shiltz 
Amanda Marie Shuler 
Jessica Kate Simmons 
Sarah Marie Simmons 
Sarah Elizabeth Skaff 
Shannon Nicole Smith 
Alice IyanuOluwa Solademi 
Dustin Jeremy Sowards 
Rochelle Lynn Sperlazza 
Heather N. Sprouse 
James A. Staley 
Drew Tanner Stallings 
Nicholas Jerod Stalnaker 
Nathaniel G. Stansberry 
Adam Clay Stephenson 
Danielle Elise Stephenson 
Abby Jane Stevens 
Joshua John Sutherland 
Rebecca Evelyn T homas 
Natalie Marie Thorpe 
Samantha Marie Tippett 
Andrew Clay Tufts 
Jason Timothy Van Meter 
Sheri L. Vance 
Jared Joseph Vititoe 
Donna Marie Wallace 
Magan Nicole Walters 
Lee-Dorah M. Wokpara 
Lauren Kelcee Womack 
James Christopher Woods 
Ashley Rebecca Workman 
Stephanie Elaine Wrigley 
Molly Lynn Young 
Shirelle Nicole Yuhase 
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16 Associate Degree Candidates With High Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3. 70 to 4.00. Royal Blue Cord & Royal Blue Tassel Tiffany Renee Fulton Anthony Vaughn Paitsel With Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.30 to 3.69. Royal Blue Cord & Royal Blue Tassel Brittany S. Bates Sarah Elizabeth Kirby Kelli Nicole Marshall Sara Beth Ramella Tonja Marie Runyon 
► 
John R. Hall Center for Academic Excellence 
The Honors College Candidates Presented by Mary Todd, Dean Erma Byrd Scholars Aaron Matthew Brownfield Rebecca Ellen Childers Tiana Nicole Lim Dixon Ellen Marie Kist Morgan Michelle Unger John Marshall Scholars Halima Al-Qawasmi Brittany Nicole Balcom Lacie J. Bittinger Aaron Matthew Brownfield Gregory Michael Burner Suzanne Marie Caplinger Maggie Elizabeth Chenoweth Benjamin Charles Cook Brittany Lynn Davies Sarah Elizabeth De Young University Honors Halima Al-Qawasmi Brittany Nicole Balcom Jessica Marie Beres Lacie J. Bittinger Evan Nicholas Brumfield Matthew Raymond Caldwell Suzanne Marie Caplinger Maggie Elizabeth Chenoweth Charles Wesley Clements Angelica Lauren Collins Benjamin Charles Cook Brittany Lynn Davies Sarah Elizabeth De Young Carissa Michelle Elkins Molly Elizabeth Grove Katrina Noel Harper Amanda Rena Haynes Joshua Fong Hendrix Yeager Scholars Jessica Marie Beres Matthew Raymond Caldwell Charles Wesley Clements Joshua Fong Hendrix Alicia Kathleen Hess Sammy Samir Hodroge Anna Marie Jones Corey Andrew Keeton Alex Michael King Tyson Joseph Lipscomb Adriana Michelle Maynard Joy Nicole McComas Darcie Ayers Owens Justin Lance Pannell Anthony Michael Hernandez Alicia Kathleen Hess Sammy Samir Hodroge Danielle Rebecca Natalie Horn David Ramzi Hourani Lauren Margaret Hutchins Kyle Eric Johnson Corey Andrew Keeton Amber Dawn Kelly Alex Michael King Emily Patricia Kolas Kristen Faye Lawless Tyson Joseph Lipscomb Kasey Lee Matthews Sarah Katherine Moore Justin Lance Pannell Kelcey Elaine Perkins Josephine F. Peters Anthony Michael Hernandez David Ramzi Hourani Rachel Nicole Huff Lauren Margaret Hutchins Rebecca Marie Ragland Haileigh Danielle Ross Emily Nicole Rowe Carly Rae Schuetz Sarah Page Sexton Brandon Michael Smith Kathryn Keely Sullivan Samuel Lewis Waugaman Peter Marshall Zasowski Craig Anthony Riccelli Haileigh Danielle Ross Emily Nicole Rowe Michael Aaron Ryan Carly Rae Schuetz Sarah Page Sexton Sarah Elizabeth Skaff Brandon Michael Smith Megan Leigh Stafford Catherine Willa Staley Erin Marie Stockhausen Kathryn Keely Sullivan Shawndra Beth Thompson Elizabeth Diane Truex Timothy Ryan Ward Joshua Dean Wimmer Steven Andrew Wood Peter Marshall Zasowski Rachel Claire Kenaston Megan Leigh Stafford Elizabeth Diane Truex Joshua Dean Wimmer Charles B. and Mary Jo Locke Hedrick Scholarship Amber Dawn Kelly 
17 
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Military Commissions 
United States Army 
Reserve Officer's Training Corps Battalion 
The following individuals will commissioned as Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University on May 7, 2010 Joshua K McMillion Devin M. King Infantry Corps Military Police Corps 
t 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education 
and Human Services 
Candidates presented by Rosalyn A. Templeton, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 8, 2010 
Bachelor of Arts 
Kassie Marie Adkins Amanda Nicole Ferguson Barbara Ann Mitchell 
Taylor Leslie Allyn Jerry Joe Fisher Sarah Katherine Moore 
Emily Diane Bailey Rhonda Kay Foster Angela Christine Newby 
Priscilla Kay Bailey Zechariah Nathaniel Frame Stephanie Mae Nida 
William Cody Bartrug Rhonda Renee France Sara Beth Nieman 
Ashley Brooke Baylor Channing Rosanne Friend Whitney Briann O'Dell 
Brent Edward Best Daisha Simone Groom Amen Alaan Perry 
Danielle K. Bray Jenna Marie Hair Alex Benton Pike 
Jennifer Renae Brown Jennifer Katherine Haught Courtney Cambria Porter 
Jessica Dawn Burgess Amanda Rena Haynes Heather Lane Ray 
Briana Rae Bums Ann Marie Ryder Henry Susan Nicole Ray 
Virginia Ann Campbell Megan Leigh Hensley David Michael Reynolds 
Andrea Nicole Carey Amanda Kay Howell Leslie S. Rice 
Robert Ryan Cassell Levi Aaron Jerome Mark Andrew Riffle 
Christopher Parker Chaddock Ashley Elizabeth Jones Brent C. Roberts 
Maggie Elizabeth Chenoweth Molly M. Kappy Terrin Lashai Scott 
James Engle Clark Rachel Leigh Karr Michael Bryce Smithson 
Charles Cole Clay Amber Dawn Kelly Matthew Kenneth Sparks 
Rachel L. Cobb Jessica Renee Kindred Rochelle Lynn Sperlazza 
Ashley Marie Cowger Jill Nicole Kitts Abby Jane Stevens 
Breanna Kay Cremeans Brittany Marie Kosky David Eugene Stewart 
Jennifer Sue Crittendon Pierce Louise Kupsche Kelsey Marie Thomas 
Brittany Morgan Cummings Rebecca Leigh Mazzone Samantha Marie Tippett 
Kayla Marie Davis Betty Jo McCallister Sheri L. Vance 
Lacey Marie Dent Christopher Miles McClellan Steven David Vassallo 
Sean Michael Dillard Jessica M. McClure Donna Marie Wallace 
Sara Kate Dwyer Sarah Marie McConnell Magan Nicole Walters 
Josi Ann Eagle Lindsay Marie McCormick Melinda Christine Watson 
Stephanie Michelle Ellis Cori Leigh McIntire Justin Michael Wiget 
Cassandra Dawn Erwin Alexa Marie Melinsky Kristina Dawn Williams 
Howard Robert Evans Julianne Rose Miller Tasha Renai Willis 
Kaci Alaine Evans Kimberly D. Miller Tessa Danielle Wilson 
Mark Alexander Pacetti Autumn Melina Mitchell Lee-Dorah M. Wokpara 
19 
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Lauren Kelcee Womack Joshua Richard Wood Alissa Dawn Yeoman Shirelle Nicole Yuhase 
Bachelor of Science Jonathan Zachary Abbott Joshua Lee Adkins Joshua David Berry Cara Ashley Branham Rachel Christine Coleman Mark Anthony Gajtka Rachel R. Hannum Robert Melvin Henry Josh Hinchman Brittany Nicole Jones Danielle Nicole Joseph Michael T. Macleod Julian Maurice Mitchell Lisa D. Sanford Emily Witte Sullivan 
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by David J. Pittenger, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 08, 2010 
Bachelor of Arts Laurel C. Ackison Myra Martens Wright Doll Emily Patricia Kolas Jad Michael Adkins Christopher Cole Dorsey Kendra Ann Kosem Lauren Whitney Ashcraft Lucy Jane Dotson Travis Walker Leyhe Cameron McMahon Ashley Jared Parker Dudley Katie Scarlett Long Patrick Austin Bailey Tiffany Faye Egnor William Joshua March Julie Alexandria Baisden Daniel Elkins Mallory Jo Markowicz Brittany Nicole Balcom Zackary David Eller Theresa Ann Marsh Mark Kalen Lee Ballard Tyler Wayne Evans Joshua Adam Mathis Katie Marie Ballou Amanda Paige Fanean Matthew Dustin Matney Kyle Stephen Baughman Jordan Clarence Farmer Kasey Lee Matthews Marcena Renae Bertoldo Breana Alexa Felix Adriana Michelle Maynard Ashley Elizabeth Bishop Laura Nicole Fields Erica Lee McComas Alicia Noel Bolyard Jason T homas Fisher Brittany Nicole McIntyre Mallory Kay Boothe Michael Ray Fisher Mark Andrew McKee Mathew Scott Broughton Danielle Marie Ford Caitlyn Elizabeth McKenna Leslee Nichole Browning Sarah Rachelle Fouch Joshua Kain McMillion Heather Nicole Bumgarner Samantha Nichole Fox William David Meddings Austin Matthew Bunch Heather Renee Gainer Candice Renee Michael Gregory Michael Burner Justin Edward Garren Kaitlin Elizabeth Miller Sarah Marie Bums Bradford William Greba Nicholas William Mills Tyler Ross Bums Jessica Marie Green Jayme Michelle Mount Monica Lee Buschman Robert Lee Hagley Krista Marie Murch Matthew Raymond Caldwell Brianne Rachelle Handy Dawn Marie Nolan Suzanne Marie Caplinger Erin Roberta Harris Mary Catherine Oliver Christina Michele Carman Derek Steven Hartman Nicholas Brett Ooten Alyssa Brooke Cassidy Autumn Leann Harvey Christopher David Orndorff Rebecca Ellen Childers Chelsie Camille Haynes Darcie Ayers Owens Cherelle Jeree Cobbs Mallory Brooke Hensley Justin Lance Pannell Angelica Lauren Collins Nathaniel Monroe Hensley Ciara Brooke Parker Retha Ann Collins Tanessa Danielle Hetzer Morgan Lea Pauley Raymond Paul Conrad Karissa Nikole Holland Sean Gregory Pauley Julie Ann Cooke Steven James Holland Joshua Dean Pearson Kristin Jayne Cookson Sunni N. Hope Keith Edwin Peck Allison Marie Crislip Danielle Rebecca Natalie Horn Kelcey Elaine Perkins Angela Marie Cummings Rachel Nicole Huff Kristin Nicole Perry Joshua Lyn Curry Lauren Margaret Hutchins Josephine F. Peters Jonathan Charles Daniels Chardae Tarell Jarvis Candace Amanda Rachelle Phillips Brittany Lynn Davies Adam Matthew Jenkins Jonathan Arthur Phillips Brittany Anjelica Davis James Aaron Johnson Melissa Lou Pleasants Carmen Maria DeLaRosa Kyle Eric Johnson Jayma Lynn Purser Sarah Elizabeth De Young Anna Marie Jones Courtney E. Quick Keri Leigh Derenberger James Brice Justice Joshua Adam Rader Amanda Leann Dillon Kelley Renee Keams Alana Danielle Reveal Tiana Nicole Lim Dixon Gina Gail Kendrick Brittany Leigh Rimmey Andrew Marshall Dobbs Ryan Frederick Kiel David Stewart Robinson 21 
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DeNathian E.G. Robinson Benjamin Alan Spurlock 
Kellie Nicole Rodriguez Megan Leigh Stafford 
Vanessa Nicole Rogers Catherine Willa Staley 
Haileigh D Ross Drew Tanner Stallings 
Carrie A. Rote Christopher Anders Stanley 
Sheridan Mae Roush Tawna Sue Stevens 
Emily Nicole Rowe Hayes P. Strader 
Michael Aaron Ryan Joshua John Sutherland 
Graeme R. Sawrey Krista Nicole T hompson 
Rachel Dawn Scarberry Kristen Marie Tibbs 
Daniel H. Slack Uyen Nguyen Phuong Tran 
Tabetha L. Sloan Caitlin Leigh Twisdale 
Brandon Michael Smith Danielle Ray Tye 
Kayly Rebekkah Smith Patricia Ann Uzquiano 
Matthew David Sowards Brandon Vincent Vanness 
Heather N. Sprouse Timothy R. Ward 
Bachelor of Science 
Jessica Marie Beres 
Chad Aaron Pyles 
Samuel Lewis Waugaman 
Maeghan Nichole Weaver 
Shawn Paul Weaver 
William Z. Webb 
Brianne Elizabeth White 
Joshua Dean Wimmer 
Jessica Beth Wintz 
Steven Jacob Wolowinski 
Andrew J. Wood 
Steven Andrew Wood 
Julia E. Woods 
Freddie Jarrell Wooten 
Kyley Yvette Yeater 
Bethany Lin Yoakem 
Blair Bushfield Yoke 
Peter Marshall Zasowski 
College of Business 
Candidates presented by Chong W. Kim, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 08, 2010 
Bachelor of Business Administration 
Sheena Mahin Abbassi Katie Marie Dryden Jason Andrew Nichols 
Derrik B. Adkins Adam Christopher Edens Anna Michelle Nida 
Nasser Fayez Al-Jassim Courtney Dontavious Jesse Todd Ogden 
Mohammed Faress Arabi Edmonson Chaehee Park 
Amy Ashworth Justin Todd Evans Kelly Lynn Parler 
Lesley Renee Bailey Michelle Lea Evans Brian Patrick Peach 
Julia Susanna Ball Alex Scott Gawthrop Charles Alexander Peach 
Brennan Michael Ballard Cassie Marie Gee Lisa Gail Perrine 
Tara Lynn Ballard Toby Gene Goode Justin Jack Phillips 
Brian Alan Bane Grant Matthew Grishaber Matthew Elbert Prince 
Alyssa Michelle Bedekovich Matthew Alan Hale Isabell Raich 
Lacie J. Bittinger Bryon Anthony Hammer Carla Patricia Ramirez 
Kecha Nicole Blake Brittany Nicole Hardy Kasie Sue Ray 
Michael Charles Bolt Jody K. Hartley John R. Rayburn 
Lauren Jane Booten Alicia Kathleen Hess Emelie Jane Gray Richards 
Matthew James Borak Joshua Scott Holley Bradley Franklin Roberts 
Marshall Wayne Bowling William Brandon Irby Jimmy Lee Rogers 
Brittany Dawn Boyce Jessica Elizabeth Jacobs Amanda Michelle Ross 
Elliot Howland Boyd James R. Jarrell Chelsea Michelle Rutherford 
Keith Adam Bradley Robin Jaclyn Jarrell John Ezra Saunders 
Joshua Allen Bryant Kyle Matthew Jeffers Alvin Kelvin Seale 
David W. Burgess Jessica Dawn Johnson Jayson Alan Seay 
James Harvey Burkes Josh Lewis Johnson Christopher John Sexton 
Brandon R. Campbell Kristen Patricia Johnson Jessica Kate Simmons 
Karis Desiree Carpenter Robert Lee Johnson Andrew William Sims 
Keith Dustin Carroll La Tricia Allyce Jones Joseph Kendal Skopic 
Hannah Moriah Casto Laura Jean Kincaid Gregory Paul Smith 
Nicholas Steven Chapman Devin Michael King Stephanie Leigh Snodgrass 
Evan Andrew Chiarenzelli Emily Hall Kinnison Shane Thomas Stafford 
Emily Nicole Childers Drew William Lewis Matthew Phillip Stapleton 
Erik Guy Clark Thaddea Jethra Lock Holley Ann Steed 
Jordan Jeffrey Clay Christopher Warren Lowe Kelly D. Stephens 
Staci Jo Cline Christopher Ryan Lutz Taylor M. Tanner 
Austin Steele Coan Larissa Hillary Lynch John Weston Tardy 
Michael Joseph Coster Kristin Lee Marcum Michele Lonette Taylor 
Felicia Fay Crutcher Ann Dee Markivich -Manuel R. Testa
Amanda Ann Cummings Vanessa Sue McBurney Natalie Marie T horpe
Dustin Allan Cutlip Zachary Allen McClanahan Justin Samuel Tidd
Nicholas Steven Damas Matthew Ryan McCormack Ryan P. Trimble
Emily Lauren Davidson Christopher Daniel McGovern Elizabeth Diane Truex
Gabriel Alberto Davila Rosanna Kathleen Mc Vey Kevin Philip Webb
Olivia Leigh Davis Michael P. Mellace Jeremy Ryan Westfall
Kyle Andrew Delong Randall Stephenson Michei Shanna Christine White
James Joseph DeMarco Aaron Scott Miller Brandon Darnell Wilson
Phillip Angelo Dilorenzo Richard Hezekiah Mills Cy Andrew Wilson
Erin Miachele Donley Miranda Lea Mullins Darryl Vanorer Wingate
Desiree Rose Dorsch Khoa Dang Nguyen Stephanie Elaine Wrigley
23 
College of Science Candidates presented by Charles C. Somerville, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 08, 2010 
Bachelor of Science Laurel C. Ackison Kayla Susanne Henson Laura Ann Scieszka Joshua William Adams Anthony Michael Hernandez Sarah Page Sexton Michael Christopher Adams Elizabeth Marie Hernandez Stuart Kole Shannon David Alan Adkins David Sean Hines Justin Kory Sheline Halima Al-Qawasmi Sammy Samir Hodroge Mackenzie Ann Shrewsbury Alyson Paige Altizer Jared Scott Hollinger Sarah Marie Simmons Brandon Michael Anderson David Ramzi Hourani Sarah Elizabeth Skaff Marion Bachrach Amber LaKeishia Inman Ashley Faye Slater Jessica Anne Bloom Summer Angeli Jasmin Alice IyanuOluwa Solademi Logan Anthony Boone Kyle Eric Johnson Dustin Jeremy Sowards Charles Taylor Brewer Christopher Lee Karnes Adam Eric Spriggs Jenna Renae Brown Corey Andrew Keeton Benjamin Alan Spurlock Kathleen Correll Brown Alex Michael King Michael Trace Stafford Leah Kay Brown Holly Anne King James A. Staley Aaron Matthew Brownfield Patrick Gregory Kouns Danielle Elise Stephenson Evan Nicholas Brumfield Kristen Faye Lawless Erin Marie Stockhausen Tamara Lynn Byrne Jon E. Linville Kathryn Keely Sullivan Christina Michele Carman Ashley Brianne Litchfield Lindsay Karol Surber Charles Stewart Carraway Chad Brandon Lott Roger Scott Taylor Nathan Andrew Carroll Steven Paul Loudermilk Shawndra Beth Thompson Adam Ryan Chain Matthew Wade Lucas Kaitlyn Nicole Tinsley Erin Kristin Clark Ambria Nicole Mays Joanna Michelle Tippett Charles Wesley Clements, III Joseph Lee McCloud Anthony Lee Toparis Sara J oAnn Cohn Zaira Cristiane McGuire Chase Matthew Turner Benjamin Charles Cook Billy Edward McNeely Jason Timothy Van Meter Nicholas P. Daniele Jennifer Ann Miles Jared Joseph Vititoe Carson Stith Darnold Michael David Miller Christina Ann Wagner Lacy Michelle Davidson Nicolette Wanda Miller Lauren Nicole Ward Kayla Mae Davis Edward Anthony Muth Alison Rae Williams Typhani Gail Dawson Natalie Marie Parkins Kelli D. Williams Mallory Jean Douthitt William L. Patterson Rita Isabel Yanez Carissa Michelle Elkins Jessica Lynn Pauley Elizabeth Anne Endicott Jessica Mann Pemberton Joshua Matthew Enyart Patrick Allen Pemberton Mark Adel Faltaous K wema Afiesha Phillander Breana Alexa Felix Derrick Lee Powell Adam Michael Ferguson Albert Lee Prince Joshua Franklin Garren Rebecca Marie Ragland Melat Gebru-Habtewold Craig Anthony Riccelli John Michael Gibson Janna Jo Linn Rice Robert Nathan Gibson Steven Nathan Rogers Brittany Rae Haggerty Hail.eigh D. Ross Jenifer Kelli Hart Austi Lee Roush Rebecca Lynn Haught Gregory Shawn Sammons Melissa A. Haveron Straten Chase Schemel Joshua Fong Hendrix Carly Rae Schuetz 24 
---- ---�------- ------
College of Health Professions Candidates presented by Gretchen E. Oley, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 08, 2010 
Bachelor of Science in Nursing Brittany Nikole Adkins Molly Marie Akers Lauren Rae Anderson Andrea Dee Bailey Courtney Marie Bailey Kaitlin Anne Bartoe Margo Morgan Bertolotti Ashley Nicole Blankenship Lindsey Devan Bowles Tabitha Breann Bowman Jessica Danae Burton Jodi Christy Camp Britney Nicole Clagg Jenna Leian Cunningham Gina Marie Denjen Whitney Elizabeth Fields Brandon Scott Gagnon Katie Brooke Gibson Carrie Dale Grayam Jodi DeAnn Hayes Brandy Lynn Johnson Tyler Ray Jordan Kendra Elaine King Sarah Jo Lehew Terri Ann Lewis Kendra Leigh Lloyd Caitlin I. Lowe Danielle Christina Martin Katie Ellen Martin Marissa Amelia Mathena Isadora Lyn McCarty Megan Nicole McFarland Jacob Cory McKenzie Rachel Denea McKinney Megan Whitney Mclane John Lee Miller Sarah Rochelle Miner Zachary David Moore Holly Anne Morning Kayla Denee Perry 
Bachelor of Science Erin Taylor Carey Wendi Nicole Carter Sarah Marie Clemins Allison Paige Cook Brittany Nicole Cook Stephanie Michelle Garrett Thomas James Hellyer Amelia Lane Jarrell Jenny Linda Viktoria Johnsson Rachel Marie Lawson Jessica Paulette McKee Sarah Elizabeth Mease James Montgomery Bethany Lynn Phillips 
Bachelor of Social Work Dominique McCormick Megan Ann Randolph Jessica Michelle Richardson Clayton McKinley Roush Jessica Lynn Rowe Brittany Ann Sanders Kameron Michael Sayre Ashley Nicole Shamblen Kassie Renae Shank Kathryn Grace Shelton Amanda Marie Shuler Meggan Marketa Sidler Nicholas Jerad Stalnaker Heidi N. Starcher Rebecca Evelyn Thomas Andrew Clay Tufts Irina Vladimirovna Walker Holli Lynn Withrow James Christopher Woods Amanda Jo Wright Molly Lynn Young Ashley Ann Plumley Jenna Diane Rollins Kayla Marie Shiltz Shannon Nicole Smith Megan Leigh Sparks Cassidy Nicole Watts 
Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology Amber Delle Jones 
25 
Associate in Science in Nursing 
26 
Meagan Marie Absten Heath William Ashford Brittany S. Bates Kara Sue Belderes Kristen Leigh Brooks Cassie Jo Brown Cheryl E. Chaffin Dielle Renee Courtright Daphne Lebleu Dobert Jasmine Maiko Fisher Sara Leann Fizer Tiffany Renee Fulton Hollie Marie Garton Joseph Avery Gibbs Heather Renee Gibson Todd Richard Gillette James Joseph Horan Sarah Elizabeth Kirby Mitchell Dale Kirk Rhonda Maynard Leffingwell Kelli Nicole Marshall Melynda Loene Mcfeeley Mueller Kayla Kristine Meade Ashley Lynn Melton Derrick Ryan Moore Rainelle Lynn Noe Anthony Vaughn Paitsel Mary Emily Paul Aimee Nicole Polen Heather Talisha Presley Sara Beth Ramella Jennifer Amanda Rose Tessa Nicole Roudebush Tonja Maria Runyon Julie Anne Rutledge Alyssa Michele Slone Brittany Ann Slone Joshua Charles Smith Ryan Keith Souders Lauren Elizabeth Spindel Eric Sean Staples Mary Beth Vital Jeana Ann Wyant 
College of Fine Arts 
Candidates presented by Donald Van Hom, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 08, 2010 
Bachelor of Fine Arts 
Katrina Elizabeth Baker 
Melody Dawn Cook 
Cole Everett Hale 
Jacob Alan Hall 
Jennifer Kay Hayes 
Blake Alan Hughes 
Joseph M Huter 
Joel David Innes 
Cortney Lynn Johnson 
Rachel Claire Kenaston 
Eric S. Mastrangelo 
Joy Nicole McComas 
Erica Dawn Nelson 
Jeremy P. Plybum 
Matthew Thomas Pritt 
Stephanie Kay Sands 
Jeffrey Sholten Singer 
Adam Clay Stephenson 
Mary P. Williams 
Shirelle Nicole Yuhase 27 
28 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Candidates presented by Rudy Pauley, Associate Vice President for Outreach and Continuing Studies 
Candidates for Degrees May 08, 2010 
Bachelor of Applied Science Carol Lee Bailey 
Regents Bachelor of Arts NoahJ. Absten Floyd A. Angelo Monica Gail Belcher Amanda R. Bruton Jennifer Beth Bias Randi Jean Bias Shirley Bias Jennifer Lane Bird Patti Ann Blankenship Steven B. Blankenship Robert James Brandon Larry Joe Brown Sarah Lanisha Brown Erica D. Byler Larissa Dawn Caldwell James Hite Call Eric William Carroll John Randal Carver Anastacia Danielle Chapman Daniel E. Cioffi Tamara Lynn Clagg Brian J. Clark Kevin Joseph Cogar Robert Lee Colebank Alycia Nicole Cotten John Michael Cummings James H. Davis Edward Diaz Shauna Leigh Drain Ashley Nicole Dygert Jeffrey Spencer Eaves Kristina Lynn Elkins Jeffrey E. Emerson Geremey Nelson Engle Kelli Morgan Farley Toni R. Ferguson Kelli Elizabeth Gagnon Carl Bradley Hager Angela Dawn Haller Chadwick Ryan Harris Kimberly Lynn Headley Katherine Kay Heinaman Stephanie Meren Hope Carla Jean Huff Holly Michelle Irvin Sarah Noel Johnson Emily Auvil Jones Joshua Lee Joseph Shannon Denise Keesee Kimberly Lynn Kirby Shaun R. Leatherman Laura Jenkins Lemm Buffy J. Linton Brandon T homas Lowery Brad A. Lovitz Stephen Eric Lusher Christopher McCray Megan Delae Meadows Joshua Jefferson Miller Rhonda Louise Mullins Misti D. Napier Kimberly Anne Newman Beverly O'Dell Marcia Denise O'Dell Carlus Jerrell Page James Luther Page Jami Lynn Petry Brandy Ciara Pickens Joshua Thomas Rayburn Christina Joann Rice Ashley Danielle Richardson Charles J. Ritter Franklin Adam Sauchuck Philip Craig Sergent Danielle D. Shanklin Jessica Lee Shilot Sheri D. Slone Brandon D. Smith Frances Louise Smith Rebecca Lynn Smith Matthew Shawn Savine Richard Charles Strode, II Shawna Crystle Thomas Tony Wirts Thompson Christopher Coleman Tucker Amy Heather Ulrich Guyla Rae Walburn Rolonna Denise Walton Brittany Ashley Ward Joseph R. Waugh Michael Ray Welder Sean Wesley White Twila Kay White Mark Daniel Wilson Ashley Rebecca Workman Lorrie Jeanette Wright 
Graduate College 
Candidates presented by Donna J. Spindel, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 08, 2010 
Education Specialist 
Shawnta V. Allen 
Jennifer Marie Crist-Hanrath 
Elizabeth R. Gray 
Sarah G. Hamons 
Renee Ecckles Hardy 
Miranda Noelle Haught 
Rachel M. James 
Cheryl Ann Jeffers 
Danielle Marie McKown 
Tamara Ann Harris Mitchell 
Staci S. Mullins 
Nancy Ruth Oliver 
Lauren Marie Ott 
Sumeeta Patnaik 
Brittany Leigh Pettay 
Michael Joseph Powell 
Matthew Joseph Smart 
Cindi Jo Smith 
Neely Jo Snead 
Ashley Nicole Stapleton 
Ashley Garnette Stephens 
Leasha Trimble 
Lee Ann Vecellio 
Melanie Edwards White 
Dwayne Donnell Williams 
Debra Hunt Young 
Master of Arts 
Sherry Lynne Acord Special Education 
Lora Beth Adams-Cox Reading Education 
Crystal Lea Adkins Reading Education 
Kristie Renee Adkins Reading Education 
Jeanette Lea Ahangardezfooli Humanities 
John Clairmont Allinder Psychology Sarah Jane Allinder English Matthew Jerome Altobello Secondary Education Grace Ebunoluwa Amusan Mathematics Mehmet Sercan Anaer Music Kevin Ray Anderson Sociology Christopher David Andrews Political Science Aarti Bharat Arora Communication Studies Zelma Irene Ashworth Special Education Teddy A. Atkins Leadership Studies Amanda Beth Baker Early Childhood Education Michelle Lea Barbour Counseling Christopher Michael Barnes Counseling Joetta S. Basile Leadership Studies Robin Alexandria Baumgard Elementary Education Robert B. Beals Political Science Jennifer Sue Belcher Elementary Education Natalie Sue Blum Elementary Education Connie Nicole Boggs Early Childhood Education Eric William Bozoian Political Science Laura Ann Brinker Early Childhood Education Monica Lee Britt Special Education Hillary Michelle Brown Counseling Joshua O'Neal Brown Communication Studies Rachel Kathryn Henderson Brown Special Education David T. Bryant History Krista Lynn Bryson English Chadrick Ray Campbell Special Education Jetwichan Chaowadee Art Courtney Russell Chatfield Counseling Matthew David Childers Special Education Christopher Michael Chiles Political Science Ashley F. Clark Humanities 
29 
Tiffany Dawn Clark Sarah R Ferrell William Alejandro Holland Counseling Humanities Political Science April Dawn Clendenin Miranda Leigh Fields Sara Elizabeth Holsinger Psychology Art Special Education Mary A. Clendenin Dustin Todd Fisher Kathryn Elizabeth Hopkins Special Education Psychology History Amy Michelle Connelly Lucy Laraine Frye Emiko Hori Counseling Reading Education Geography Allison Leanne Conner Kristin S. Gibson Gary Wayne Hosey Psychology Elementary Education Counseling Courtney Elizabeth Cook Katelin Nicole Gifford Christopher Graham Hostetter Special Education Biological Sciences Sociology Jason Dwight Cox Andrea Rhonai Gilman Joshua Adam Hubbard Special Education Counseling History Alicia Morgan Davis Christopher Eugene Good Callie Virginia Huff Special Education Leadership Studies Music Beverly Sue Davis Kelli Lynne Gora Kristina Michele Isaacs Reading Education Leadership Studies Psychology Janessa Lynn Davis Melissa Dawn Gravley Antonio Jimenez-Gongora Psychology Special Education Humanities Jennifer Lea Davis Brandy Kerr Haid Chasity Daugherty Johnson Reading Education Special Education Psychology April L. Diamond Renee Ecckles Hardy Katherine Renee Johnson Secondary Education Elementary Education Communication Studies James B. Dingess Abby Jo Harris Allison LeAnne Jones Special Education Counseling Counseling Lindsay Claire Dolan Rebecca Lee Harshbarger Sabrina Crystal Jones Special Education Counseling English Kristina Nicole Donahoe Susan Elaine Harvey Jessica Martin Jordan Special Education Special Education Counseling Megan Paige Dotson Miranda Noelle Haught Megan Denise Jude Special Education Elementary Education Communication Studies Erin Marie Downs-Bashaw Shaya Beth Hawkins Mary Elisabeth Kees Special Education Psychology Psychology Kristina Dawn Elliott Tiffany R. Hersman Sara Jean Kelley Psychology Counseling Special Education Rebecca Dawn Ellis Rachel Alyssa Hicks Gretchen M. Kemp Elementary Education English Special Education Renee C. England-Bragg Tommie 0. Hicks Lindsey Rae Kes Special Education History Biological Sciences 
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Brandon R. Kirk Jeanna Rebecca McGill Tara Jo Parsons History Psychology Special Education 
James Thomas Knight Jessica S. Mcllhenny Annette Rae Payne History Counseling Special Education 
Carlos Marcelo Koster Danielle Marie McKown Laura Ellen Payne Communication Studies Elementary Education English 
Meagan E. Kremer Sarah R. Meadows Melissa Dawn Pemberton English Communication Studies Reading Education 
Kimberly Renee Lacy Tenikka Noel Meadows Kathy Jo Byrd Persinger Special Education Counseling Special Education 
Nicholas W. Lamb Amy Lynn Mellace Barbara Jean Phillips Psychology Special Education Early Childhood Education 
Richard Howard Lambert Richard K. Miller Christy Dawn Plumley Special Education Special Education Secondary Education 
Jennifer Dyan Byard Larsen Susan Ann Miller Jeanie R. Prince Special Education Elementary Education Elementary Education 
Lorrie Lynn Levi Daniel M. Mitchell Kelly Elizabeth Rake Counseling Special Education Counseling 
Malissa Joanne Lowe Thembinkosi Peter Sydney W. Daniel Ray, IICounseling Mkhatshwa Communication StudiesMathematics 
Shannon Nichole Lynch Elizabeth Friedman Richmond Special Education Matthew R. Monteville Counseling Leadership Studies 
N icel Masarogullari Gregory A. Richmond Sociology Chai Weston Moore Music Communication Studies 
Khaled Massoudi Patrick Joseph Riley English Patricia Sue Moore Mathematics Counseling 
Lisa R. Mathis Gregory Derek Rodgers Mathematics Shannon M. Morrison Psychology Political Science 
Joy Amber Mayenchein Mary Jacqueline Roop Mathematics Staci S. Mullins Special Education Elementary Education 
Kathryn Louise McConnell Stephania Michelle Rovatsos English Sharifa Mustafoeva Sociology Communication Studies 
Angel R. McCoy Caroline M. Rucker Secondary Education Mercy Warigia Mwangi Counseling Counseling 
Kelly Rae McCoy Maria Juliana Salcedo Psychology Krista Nicole Neophytou Early Childhood Education Psychology 
Sean P. McDonald Monica Marie Scholl Biological Sciences Ruth Margaret Oldman Special Education English 
Valerie J. McDowell Amanda Beth Shockey Special Education Lauren Marie Ott Elementary Education Elementary Education 31 
Larry Luther Shockley Marsha A. Walker Master of Business History Special Education Kendra N. Small Rebekah Lynn Walker Administration Psychology Special Education Ling Yang Chen Matthew Joseph Smart Robert A. Wallace Catherine A. Cogar Elementary Education Political Science Zachary James Dunham Todd C. Hanchock Sandra Kay Smith Delia Ann Waller XinHe Reading Education Special Education Sean C. Hornbuckle Sherry Lyn� Smith Bethany Jo Ward Jenna Renee Howard Jason Edward Jackson Secondary Education Special Education Melinda Sue Lendon Angela L. Snider Emily Beth Warder Jamie Marie Leslie William Arthur McDermott Art Political Science Joshua Lance McKeever Hunter McPherson Stark Aaron M. Watson Zachary Robert Miles Ha Thi Phuong Nguyen English Leadership Studies Jerry Scott Norman Amanda Layne Stephens Michelle R. Watts Khoa Dang Pham English Special Education Nicklaus Aaron Presley Holly K. Sivori Matthew Steven Stollings Lena Renee Weisman Monica Hay Sturgill Special Education Psychology Jason Ryan Talerico Thao Thanh Tran Erica W. Stone Brittany D'Nique Westfall DucTan Vo Special Education Political Science Ruth Wanjiku Wanyoro Bethany K. Williams Merlene Ann Stratton Nicole Rae Whitt Reading Education Elementary Education Master of Science Michael Watson Terry Gara Alison Williams in Engineering Special Education Secondary Education Brandy Nichole Thomas Jennifer Rebecca Williams Jordan D. Baldwin Special Education Counseling Melissa Carol Thompson Michelle Dawn Thomas Jessica Dawn Wilson Shelley Dawn Watkins Elementary Education Biological Sciences Master of Arts in Kimberly Dawn Tilley Adam Christopher Withrow Journalism Counseling Secondary Education Devon Anne Tivener Shannon Michele Wood Matthew Joseph Haught Mathematics Counseling Andre Torin Jones Kelli Nicole Marakovits Supak Uamklad Rebecca Erin Wright Whitney Paige Parsley Special Education Special Education Deirdre Elizabeth Robertson Supak Uamklad Trevor John Wylie Tam Thi Phuong Tran Early Childhood Education History Jessica Rose Weddington Livinis Chida Uba Master of Arts in Counseling Teaching Tina Marie Van Fossen Early Childhood Education Christopher R. Adkins Sandra Lynn Adkins 
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David Edward Blankenship Amber Renee Bentley Janardhana Dhage 
Sarah Rose Brinegar Adult and Technical Education Technology Management 
Kellie Kathleen Brown 
Meredith D. Crislip Tomi Maria Bergstrom Michael Christopher Dillon 
Mandi R. Davis Biological Sciences Environmental Science 
Jason William Emerson 
Derrick Berry Erin Elizabeth Felton Hai Hong Do 
Elizabeth Ann Gallaher Exercise Science Health Care Administration 
Mary Beth Hampton Andrew Bryant Blain Quan Thi Manh Do Beth Ann Harvey 
Rosanna Rae Haught 
Exercise Science Information Systems 
Rachel Clark Kincaid Kendra Louise Bloomer Penu Dokouzov 
Milena Ann Meade Exercise Science Technology Management 
Tracey O'Dell-Caruso 
Lauren M. Parrish Alexandria Marie Bondra Catherine M. Donchatz 
Laura C. Perry Forensic Science Adult and Technical Education 
J alicia Candice Ross 
Jordan Leigh Sheils Justin William Boyer Andrew William Donovan 
Michelle Renee Townsend Exercise Science Sport Administration 
Stephanie Jean Ward 
Steven L. Boyer Michael Patrick Doto Information Systems Sport Administration 
Master of Science Casey Renee Bradshaw Orlando Cepeda Dowell Biological Sciences Exercise Science 
Linda A. Adams Exercise Science Mark Allen Buchanan Deina Dsouza Environmental Science Human Resource Management 
Christopher Ryan Adkins 
Stephanie S. Bums Jason D. Edwards Human Resource Management Adult and Technical Education Safety 
Abduljabbar Wa'al Moshin 
Anthony Wayne Carpenter Sally Elizabeth Edwards Al-Furaiji Adult and Technical Education Environmental Science Forensic Science 
Mahmoud Mohamed Al-Subu Jonathan D. Clemins Debra L. Elliotte Human Resource Management Criminal Justice Technology Management 
Brandon Joshua Ambrose Brian L. Collins Travis Michael Epling Human Resource Management Human Resource Management Human Resource Management 
Yvonne Asafo Mary N. Collins Joanie Fellure Environmental Science Human Resource Management Exercise Science 
Mohammed Asfar Adam Robert Cook Amanda Jo Ferguson Forensic Science Environmental Science Human Resource Management 
RahafBaki Tyler Heath Crockett Brynne Carter Ferguson Adult and Technical Education Sport Administration Health Care Administration 
Rebecca Sue Baldwin Thuy Thi Dieu Dam Jarred Nathaniel Ford Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Information Systems 
Stacy Michelle Beck Deidra Nicole Darst Janet Lynne Fraser Human Resource Management Communication Disorders Technology Management 
Sara Elizabeth Belknap Richard Alan Dearing Yoseph Giday Gebrelibanos Human Resource Management Technology Management Environmental Science 33 
Jeffrey J. Gillis Evelyn Elizabeth Johnson Hichem Mezghani Information Systems Health Care Administration Human Resource Management 
Traci Nicole Girondo Scott Patrick Jones Sarah Elizabeth Miloski Communication Disorders Biological Sciences Biological Sciences 
Aaron Clinton Gooley lyad M. Kaddora Melissa Maria Mintsoulis Biological Sciences Biological Sciences Criminal Justice 
James Marlyn Gorrell Brittany Marie Kam James Gray Montgomery Human Resource Management Exercise Science Exercise Science 
Jenna Katherine Gulley Carolyn Mumbua Kaunda Alex F. Munoz Communication Disorders Adult and Technical Education Biomedical Sciences 
John Jacob Guttman Rachel Elise Keaton Katie Maureen Murphy Exercise Science Forensic Science Biological Sciences 
Teri Lynn Harrison Bridget Renee Keller Taryn N. Murray Health Care Administration Biomedical Sciences Environmental Science 
Jonathan McIntire Hart Kara Marie Kester Chuyen Truong Nguyen Biological Sciences Communication Disorders Environmental Science 
Jennifer Lyn Hayden Jeffrey Rapier Kinner Huong Thu Nguyen Forensic Science Biomedical Sciences Adult and Technical Education 
Ha Hoang Hannah Nicole Kovarik Son Thanh Nguyen Human Resource Management Dietetics Human Resource Management 
Amanda Jean Hoffman Chad A. Legg Dorcas Wanjiku Njoroge Forensic Science Human Resource Management Adult and Technical Education 
Katelyn Marie Holliday Jonathan D. Lewis Mutsumi Nobuhara Communication Disorders Biomedical Sciences Adult and Technical Education 
Johanna L. Holt Erin Marie Littleton Justin M. Owens Human Resource Management Dietetics Forensic Science 
Douglas C. Horchler Jason Nicholas Martin Kristen Nicole Pack Biological Sciences Sport Administration Chemistry 
Nathan Hoxie Lynn Holly Mays Randall Partin Biological Sciences Exercise Science Safety 
Craig Wesley Hundley Krystal Suzanne Mayville Nimisha Yogesh Patel Health Care Administration Criminal Justice Health Care Administration 
Yoko lnamori Sydney Rae McCallister Kayla Marie Peak Adult and Technical Education Criminal Justice Health Care Administration 
Hiroyuki Ishii Corey Daniel McCarty Seth Webb Perry Adult and Technical Education Adult and Technical Education Biological Sciences 
Vivek Ashok Jain Kristen Renee McKee Tyrone D. Phillips Technology Management Biomedical Sciences Human Resource Management 
FeiJin Mallory Kay Mest Linh Diem Phu Human Resource Management Forensic Science Biological Sciences 34 
Adrien Kathleen Pikarsky Human Resource Management 
Sharon Marie Pitts Adult and Technical Education 
Thomas Charles Ponietowicz Sport Administration 
Christopher Albert Ramey Criminal Justice 
Robert Lee Repass Human Resource Management 
Ross Andrew Rick Sport Administration 
Scott David Robertson Adult and Technical Education 
Melissa Nicole Runyan Forensic Science 
Jolaina Rachelle Russell Health Care Administration 
Pallavi Ashokkumar Samariya Criminal Justice 
Benjamin James Schelling Adult and Technical Education 
William Curtis Simmons Human Resource Management 
Whittney M. Sinclair Exercise Science 
Lenford Charite Small Adult and Technical Education 
Kelli Renee Summerfield Communication Disorders 
Yukari Suzue Adult and Technical Education 
Casey D. Swecker Biological Sciences 
Majd G. Sweiss Biomedical Sciences 
Frank E. Tetrick Adult and Technical Education 
Myranda Jo Toothman Health Care Administration Hoa Thanh Tran Adult and Technical Education Tonya M. Tucker Health Care Administration Joseph Frank Uddo Adult and Technical Education Meagan Elisabeth Valentine Biological Sciences Kris Caroline Veverka Sport Management Jose Mauricio Villamizar Grandados Adult and Technical Education Due Tan Vo Accountancy ShuangWang Adult and Technical Education Michael Glenn Ward Adult & Technical Education Michael A. Waugh Sport Management Jerry Ray White Biomedical Sciences Benjamin Christopher Wilhelm Biological Sciences Rebekah E Williams Adult and Technical Education Andrew B. Williamson Information Systems Daniel Robert Williamson Technology Management Nicholette NaShay Woody Adult and Technical Education Stephanie Anne Wright Biomedical Sciences Yu Xi Human Resource Management Kathryn Edna Zylland Physical Science Master of Science in Nursing Robin Ann Blume Susan E. Booton Christina Dawn Britton David Lee Burrows Stacy Lynn Cales Amanda Nicole Davis Miranda Jane Funk J illanna Joye Gillum Matthew A. Hensley Jennifer Lynn Henson Vanessa Linae Mathieu Elizabeth Nicole McCallister Holly Renee McKneely Stephanie D. Metz Lee Ann Nelson Lori Beth Perry Michelle Lynne Ritchie Christi Lyn Roach Denise Lynn Robertson Janis Leigh Rule Melissa Kay Soltesz Alisia Dawn Spry Bobbie Jane Taylor Bernice Toler Kimberly Lynn Tucker Daniel Lee VanHoose Shana Faith Wandling Lesley Ann Waskey Jana Marie White Robbi Annette Wyatt 35 
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College of Information Technology 
And Engineering Candidates presented by Betsy Dulin, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 08, 2010 
Bachelor of Science Christopher Kent De Voss James Michael Hockenberry Brian D. Lester Tyson Joseph Lipscomb Matthew James Nienstedt Justin T. Ricks Corey Michael Schafer Dustin Cody Vickers 
Bachelor of Science in Engineering Michael P. Audelo Patrick Baxter Brennan Tammy A. Bryant Matthew Boyd Cayton Thomas Allen Cazad David Charles Chappell Andrew Benjamin Copley Caitlyn E. Davis-McDaniel Brenton Andrew McCuskey Nathaniel G. Stansberry Mark Andrew Upton Michael Keith Williams Steven Alan Wright . 
I 
School of Journalism 
And Mass Communications Candidates presented by Corley F. Dennison Ill, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 08, 2010 
Bachelor of Arts Elizabeth Ann Adams Ashley Malee Adkins Kaylin Renee Adkins Ryan D. Bloomfield Robert T. Bragg Diana Carolina Calle Joshua Patrick Daniels Kelsie Ryann Eberly Hanna Marie Francis Adam Christopher Gonzales Theodore Robert Grant Molly Elizabeth Grove Cassondra Leigh Hall Katrina Noel Harper Myriah Danielle Hisam Kyle Adam Hobstetter Whitney Lea Hunter Melissa Dawn Ison Whitney Ann Johnson Breanna Nicole Jones Staci Ann Jordan Ellen Marie Kist Wade Phillip McComas Jordan Rufino Miller Stacey Nicole Renner Miranda Elizabeth Rosiek Aaron Christopher Santrock Kendra Melissa Schamp Jennifer Dawn Seay Amy Renee Snodgrass Angela Marie Sundstrom Andrew W. Temple Colin Richard Thom Morgan Michelle Unger Jessica Beth Wintz Ryan Alan Zipperian 
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Joan C. Edwards School of .Medicine Doctor of Medicine degrees awarded Wednesday, May 5, 2010 during Investiture and Commencement Exercises at the Keith-Albee Performing Arts Center. Candidates presented by Charles H. McKown, Jr., Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 08, 2010 
Doctor of Medicine David Bradley Akers Steven Nicholas Fox Dustin Lee Johnson Marshall University Eckerd College Marshall University Jeffrey Brandon Armstrong David Dale Johnson Francke Kara Elizabeth Kimberly Marshall University Virginia Polytechnic Institute Saint Francis University and State University Stephen Joseph Balevic Kristin Mary Klosterman University of North Carolina at Whitney Nicole Fulton Miami University, Oxford Chapel Hill Marshall University Andrea Michelle Lauffer Amul Ashok Bhalodi Thomas Ryan Gallaher Marshall University West Virginia University University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Benedict William Leung Michael Colin Binder Wheeling Jesuit University College of the Holy Cross Brent Gregory Glover West Virginia University and John Edward Loudermilk Joshua Andrew Boggs Ohio State University Marshall University Marshall University Jessica Kay Granger John Gabriel Maijub Camden Bryce Burns Alderson Broaddus College University of Kentucky University of Kentucky Matthew B. Harper Jaime Lynn Meeks Sarah Ellen Churton University of Richmond and Marshall University University of Richmond West Virginia University Kelli Anne Morrison Ryan Scott Cremeans Rita Helen Hawarny West Virginia Wesleyan College Marshall University Marshall University Ryan Gregory Morrison Kelly Frances Cummings Jason Paul Hildebrand Marshall University West Virginia University Marshall University Melissa Lea Morton-Fishman Michael Dean Deel Nathan Scott Hill West Virginia State College Virginia Polytechnic Institute Marshall University and State University James Thomas Jeffrey Mullins Marion Marie Huff Marshall University James Bryan Doub Carson�Newman College Miami University, Oxford Aimee Marie Neill Andrew Richard Hutchens, III Marshall University Elizabeth Ruth Duke University of Florida Marshall University Andrea Marie Orvik Ali Reza lmani West Virginia University Sarah Kate Flaherty Azad University and Duke University Marshall University 
Katie Lynn Osley Duquesne University 
Pratiksha K. Patel West Virginia University 
Randall Erik Peterson West Virginia University 
James Ethan Rollins Marshall University 
David Peter Rupp Marshall University 
Kevin Richard Saunders West Virginia University and Marshall University 
Christopher Patrick Schirtzinger Marshall University 
Charles Stephen Shaffer Bob Jones University Joseph Cameron Shy Marshall University Jarrod Russell Smith Marshall University Caryn Elizabeth Sorge Miami University, Oxford Kevan Vincent Stewart Brigham Young University Jill Leann Taylor-Phillips Fairmont State University Steven Allen Taylor Marshall University Amy Rachelle Abenoja Teleron-Khorshad Ohio State University Coben David Thom Concord University Baxter Jesse Turley, III Auburn University Smitha Vilasagar University of Michigan, Ann Arbor Ashley Campbell Warren Washington and Lee University David Vernon Webb Marshall University Mark Stephen Weisman, Jr. College of William and Mary and Marshall University 
3,9 
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Graduate College 
Marshall University Doctoral Program 
Degrees Conferred by Donna J. Spindel, Dean and Teresa R. Eagle, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 08, 2010 Doctor of Education 
Amy Elizabeth Cottle 
Jennifer Lynne Mayo 
Lisa Marie Ramsburg 
Debra Hunt Young Doctor of Philosophy 
Jasjeet Bhullar 
Sandeep Sudhakar Joshi 
Melinda Ellen Varney 
Lauren Richards Waugh Doctor of Psychology 
Dorothy L. Boston 
Ida L. Hatcher 
Danielle Renae Hemmings 
Doctoral Dissertations 
Amy Elizabeth Cottle 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Lisa Heaton Infusing Technology : A Study on the Influence of Professional Development on How Teachers Use Technology 
Ida Hatcher 
Psychology, PsyD 
Dr. Chris Legrow Evaluations of apologies: The effects of apology type and acceptance motivation 
Jennifer Lynne Mayo 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Sam Securro 
A Study of Early Childhood Education Teachers' Beliefs and Practices about Early Literacy Leaming 
Lisa Marie Ramsburg 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Ron Childress An Initial Investigation of the Applicability of the Dreyfus Skill Acquisition Model to the Professional Development of Nurse Educators 
Lauren Waugh 
Biomedical Sciences, PhD 
Dr. Gary Rankin The Role of CYP3A4 and CYP2D6 Genetic Polymorphism in Unexpected Methadone Fatality 
Debra Hunt Young 
Curriculum and Instruction 
Dr. Lisa Heaton Dropping Out: A Cross Case Exploration of the Perspectives of the Reasons One West Virginia County's Students Choose to Leave School 41 
42 Master's Thesis May 2010 Mehmet Anaer Music Dr. Vicki Stroeher Beethoven's Violin Sonatas and Sonata Form: An Exploration of Compositional Style Kevin Anderson Sociology Dr. Richard Garnett Does the Perception of the Obese Cause Discrimination in the American Work Place Tomi Bergstrom Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley A Natural History Study of Bufo a. americanus, the Eastern American Toad, and the Phenology of Spring Breeders in Southwest West Virginia Casey Bradshaw Biological Science Dr. Thomas Pauley Effects of Snake Predation on Salamanders due to Forest Fragmentation Elizabeth Gray School Psychology Dr. Fred Krieg Effect of Research-Based Information about Grade Retention on Principals' Actions Regarding Grade Retention Douglas Horchler Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Long-term growth and monitoring of the Eastern Hellbender (Crpytobranchus a. alleganiensis) in Eastern West Virginia -• Sarah Meadows Communication Studies Dr. Susan Gilpin Planning for Secret Disclosure: Applying Planning Theory to the Disclosure of Secrets Sarah Miloski Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley Movement Patterns and Artificial Arboreal Cover Use of Green Salamanders (Aneides aeneus) in Kanawha County, West Virginia Katie Murphy Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Pauley The Effects of Roads and Trails on Terrestrial Salamander Movement Patterns 
Kristen Pack 
Chemistry 
Dr. William Price Elucidation of Fragmentation Pathways of Nitrile-Terminated PPI Dendrimer-Metal Complexes 
Brittany Pettay 
School Psychology 
Dr. Fred Kreig Grade Retention as perceived by Kindergarten through Third Grade Teachers 
Deirdre Robertson 
Journalism 
Dr. Chris Swindell Effects of Advertising on College Students' Perceptions of Anti-depressants and Depression 
Neely Jo Snead 
School Psychology 
Dr. Sandra Stroebel Aggression to gain popularity: A comparison of middle and high school females 
Ashley Stapleton 
School Psychology 
Dr. Stephen O'Keefe Effects of Divorce on Age and Gender on Childhood Aggression 
Casey Swecker 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Thomas Jones Invasive Crayfishes Threaten Native Crayfish Biodiversity in West Virginia 
Sabrina Thomas 
History 
Dr. Kat Williams Marriage Bars: Economic Discrimination Against Married Women Teachers in the Early 20th Century 
Leasha Trimble 
School Psychology 
Dr. Sandra Stroebel Problematic Students of NASP Approved Programs: An Exploratory Study of Gradi_w,te Student Views 
Meagan Valentine 
Biological Sciences 
Dr. Simon Collier Chmp 1 in Drosophila melanogaster 
Robert Wallace 
Political Science 
Dr. Jason Morrissette Colonizing the Mind: Bioprospecting and the PoUtical Economy of Indigenism 
Dwayne Williams 
School Psychology 
Dr. Stephen O'Keefe Effect of Afrocentric Cultural Characteristics in School on Academic Engagement 
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